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A resonance plasmon mode is formed between a gold nanorod and an infinite slab in infrared range,
with local electric field enhancement factor over 40. A strong optical attractive force is exerted on
the rod by the slab at resonance frequency. Based on Maxwell stress tensor method and numerical
simulations, the optical force was calculated to be over 2.0 nN/ 共mW/ m2兲. For a fixed incident
wavelength, the enhanced optical force is obtained only for the rods with particular length when the
diameter is fixed. This strong optical force could be used as a possible selective optical trapping
technique in the future. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3559602兴
Since the pioneer work of Ashkin on laser-induced optical trapping,1 optical trapping, and optical manipulation have
experienced remarkable development over the past four
decades.2,3 In recent years, optical manipulation has revolutionized the field of near-field optical trapping using evanescent wave illumination,4 nanometric tips,5 or apertures.6
Such near-field optical traps make the electric field spatially
localized in an area that is much smaller than the diffraction
limit. Especially in the past few years, enhancement of nearfield optical trapping force by surface plasmon7–12 and dielectric resonators13,14 have received significant attention.
Due to enhancement of the optical trapping force by plasmonic nanostructure, near-field optical traps have developed
into an invaluable tool for near-field manipulation and
transportation of microsized/nanosized particles. Different
branches of nanoscience have benefited from this robust
tool.15,16
On the other hand, the plasmonic coupling in metallic
nanostructures has also attracted considerable interest. Some
hybrid modes and interesting properties can be introduced
by the coupling process. Until now, the coupling effect
has been widely reported in many nanostructures such as
nanospheres,17 nanoshells,18 nanorods,19 and split-ring
resonators.20,21 Moreover, the coupling between nanostructures and the infinite slab has also been reported.22 Generally,
the strong coupling between nanostructures comes from plasmonic resonance, which induces significant enhancement of
the local field. As a result, the optical forces between nanostructures are strongly enhanced in this coupling process.
The geometric size of the structures plays an important role
in resonance plasmon coupling. Therefore, the optical force
would also show dependence on geometric size with a high
degree of sensitivity. This may possibly provide a method of
selective optical trapping techniques. Inspired by these ideas,
the strong optical force induced by the plasmonic coupling
between gold nanorods and slab was studied based on Maxwell stress tensor method.23 Furthermore, an alternative
a兲
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mechanism for surface selective optical trapping was proposed based on the mentioned plasmonic coupling.
The considered configuration is shown in Fig. 1. An isolated gold nanorod was placed on the substrate, which was
surrounded by water 共n ⬃ 1.33兲. The substrate included two
layers, the upper SiO2 layer 共n ⬃ 1.5兲 and the bottom gold
slab. The size of the square substrate was 1.0 m
⫻ 1.0 m. The thickness h of SiO2 layer was 10 nm and the
thickness b of gold slab was 50 nm. The length l and diameter d of the nanorods are structure parameters.
A commercial software pack 共CST MICROWAVE STUDIO兲
was employed to study the plasmonic coupling properties of
the system. The dispersive property of gold was described
by the Drudel model with  p = 1.36⫻ 1016 rad/ s and c
= 1.224⫻ 1014 rad/ s.20 The system was illuminated by a
plane wave with an electric vector that is linearly polarized
parallel to the axis of the nanorod with a normal incidence
共intensity of 1.0 mW/ m2兲. Periodic boundary conditions
were used both in the x and in the y directions. To analyze
the resonance of the local field, a probe was placed in the
middle layer. The probe detects the local magnetic field between the nanorod and the gold slab. The recorded magnetic

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 The scheme of plasmonic coupling system: a gold
nanorod lay on a gold slab separated by a 10 nm SiO2 layer. The structure is
surrounded by water. A linearly polarized plane wave illuminated normally
onto the slab surface with its electric field along the axis of nanorod.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 The recorded local magnetic
field between the gold nanorod and slab, with the geometrical parameters of the system: h = 10 nm, l
= 300 nm, d = 50 nm. 共b兲 Electric field, magnetic field,
and electrical current distribution at the resonance frequency. 共c兲 Equivalent picture of the plasmonic coupling between the nanorod and the slab: nanorod interactions with its inverse imagine inside the slab.

field when the frequency of the incident wave was swept
from 100 to 200 THz is plotted in Fig. 2共b兲. A pronounced
resonance peak was recorded at 152.7 THz, where the local
field was remarkably amplified by more than a factor of 40 in
magnitude compared with the incident wave. At the resonant
frequency, the local field and the current were obtained from
simulation date with the results shown in Fig. 2共b兲. At resonance, the electrons inside the rod were excited by an incident electric field, making them oscillate along the axis of
the field. This caused the nanorod to behave like an oscillating electric dipole. The electric field of the dipole induced an
opposing charge in the surface of the slab, as shown in Fig.
2共b兲. As a result, strong coupling happens between the nanorod and the slab, which lead to high field enhancement7 and
significant enhancement of the optical force compared with
that of the uncoupled case. This coupling between the nanorod and the slab can also be perceived as the coupling between the nanorod and its reverse image inside the slab 关Fig.
2共c兲兴. The charge induced inside the “image” is always opposite that of the nanorod. Therefore, the near-field coulomb
interaction between the nanorod and its inverse “image” is
always that of attraction.
The optical force can be greatly enhanced only when the
resonance frequency of the nanorod is consistent with the
incident frequency. However, the plasmon resonance properties of the nanorod are extremely sensitive to its geometric
size. In this study, the dependence of the resonance mode on
the length and diameter of the nanorod were investigated.
The results show that with increases in l and d, the resonant
frequency exhibited a distinct redshift and a blueshift, re-

spectively, as shown in Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲. Therefore, the
optical force on nanorods would be significantly sensitive to
their length and diameter with a fixed incident frequency.
The model employed to calculate the optical force induced by the plasmonic coupling between the nanorod and
the slab was based on Maxwell stress tensor method. The
electric and magnetic fields could be obtained directly from
J
the simulation data. Evaluating Maxwell stress tensor T
= EE + HH −JI / 2 · 共兩E兩2 + 兩H兩2兲 and integrating it over the
closed surface of the nanorod, the time-averaged optical
force can be obtained. This is done using the following equaJ dS典, where JI is the unit tensor,  is the pertion: 具F典 = 具养VT
mittivity of the medium,  is the permeability of the medium, and 具 . 典 denotes the time-averaged factor. When there
is mirror symmetry in both x and y directions, the net optical
force exerted on the nanorod along the x and the y direction
should be equal to zero. Therefore, only the vertical component of the force Fz needs to be considered.
Due to the plasmonic coupling, a strong optical force
could be generated at the resonance frequency. To confirm
this expectation, the optical force exerted on the nanorod
under different incident frequencies was calculated. The optical force was greatly enhanced around the resonance frequency. At the resonant frequency, the maximum value of the
optical force can reach 2058 pN with an incident intensity of
1.0 mW/ m2. When the frequency shifted away from the
resonance, the force decreased rapidly as shown in Fig. 4共a兲.
The negative value indicates that the direction of optical

FIG. 4. 共a兲 Spectra of the optical force as a function of the incident frequency, with the geometrical parameters of the system: h = 10 nm, l
= 260 nm, d = 50 nm, and the incident intensity of 1.0 mW/ m2. 共b兲 SpecFIG. 3. Resonance frequencies dependent on the geometric size of the natra of the optical force as a function of length of nanorod for three incident
norod. 共a兲 Length of the nanorods range from 260 to 340 nm with diameter
wave with frequency f = 144.4 THz, 152.6 THz, and 161.8 THz, with the
geometrical parameters of the system: h = 10 nm, d = 50 nm, and the incifixed at 50 nm. 共b兲 Diameter of the nanorods range from 30 to 70 nm with
lengthisfixed
at 300 nm.
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force was downward. The total optical force is composed of
two parts: the radiation force from the incident wave and the
coupling force from the slab. At the resonance frequency, the
optical force due to plasmonic coupling was much stronger
than the nonresonance radiation force. As a result, the optical
force on the nanorod was governed by plasmonic coupling
between the nanorod and the slab, which resulted in a greatly
enhanced attractive force toward the surface. This sensitive
dependence of the optical force to frequency is useful for
selective trapping applications.
For a quantitative analysis of the mechanism of surface
selective optical trapping, we studied the dependence of the
enhanced optical force by plasmon coupling on the parameters of the nanorod with fixed frequencies. In our simulations, the length of the nanorods was increased from 225 to
375 nm with their diameter unchanged at 50 nm. Using three
different incident frequencies, 144.4, 152.6, and 162.8 THz,
the dependence of the optical forces on l are described by the
three curves in Fig. 4共b兲. The results show that for these
three incident frequencies, the optical force curves exhibit
resonance ditches at three different lengths, namely 320 nm,
300 nm, and 280 nm, for 144.4 THz, 152.6 THz, and 162.8
THz, respectively. These ditches in the curves come from
resonance coupling. For different incident frequencies, resonance occurred for different lengths of nanorods. Therefore,
different resonance optical forces were produced for nanorods with different lengths. This length-dependence of the
optical force is useful in selective trapping. The length of the
nanorod plays an important role in the application of nanophotonics, nanomachines, and nanomedicine. However, in a
practical chemical action of a fabrication process, the length
of the nanorods is hard to control precisely and uniformly.24
The use of the aforementioned length-dependent optical
force is possible to select the nanorods with specified length.
The plasmonic coupling-based selective trapping system
proposed here has several possible advantages compared
with previously reported techniques. First, the configuration
is significantly simpler. The process only requires depositing
a gold film and a layer of SiO2 on the substrate, thus eliminating the need for complicated nanopatterns. Second, this
configuration provides better utilization of available laser
power because it benefits from the strong plasmonic coupling in the structure, which greatly reduces the operating
power and avoids possible damage to the trapped nanorods.
Moreover, aside from tuning optical force through changing
the frequency of the incident light, the optical force is also
tunable through changes in the incident polarization direction. In our system, the plasmonic coupling was excited by
the component of electric field along the axis of the nanorod.
By changing the angle between the incident electric field and
the axis of the nanorod, the electric field along the axis of the
rod was changed continually. As a result, the magnitude of
the optical coupling force could be precisely tuned by rotating the polarization of the incident light, leading to a conve-

nient and precise manipulation of the nanorods.
In summary, our study investigated the plasmonic
coupling–induced strong optical force between the gold nanorod and the slab. A localized plasmonic resonance mode
could be established between the nanorod and the slab. With
an incident intensity of 1.0 mW/ m2, the optical force
could reach several nanonewtons at resonance frequency.
With a definite incident frequency, the optical force exhibited
sensitive dependence on the length of the nanorod with a
fixed diameter. This provides a possible way to perform a
surface-selective trapping technique. These remarkable properties, together with the ease of fabrication of the proposed
structure, make microsystems/nanosystems for optical manipulation of nanosized objects at the surface of a chip very
promising.
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